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The Evo task chair is engineered with your comfort in mind. 

Focused on the user experience, it’s made for dynamic 

movement and postures.  The unique contoured frame o� ers 

comfortable lumbar support for engaged task behaviors, while 

the arched open-arm facilitates side-seated and multi-direction 

interactions. A sophisticated thick-seated cushion reduces 

pressure points and aids weight distribution, with a simple-touch 

control for e� ort-free ergonomic adjustment.

Evo is a refi ned aesthetics chair that intuitively adapts to your 

reclined position, for moving between tasks without the need for 

adjustment. Evo suits wherever and however you work.

Our Science.  Your Comfort.

Bruce Fifi eld, 
Lead Designer and Founder Studio Fifi eld, 
Milan, Italy

“The development of Evo’s 
design derives its inspiration 
from this geometrical 
relationship and is characterized 
by the harmonious formal 
balance it represents.”
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Avail bench - MFC and PVC edge: Sunlight Ash    Panel fabric: Late 
Seating mesh upholstery:  Dusk   Seating upholstery:  Youth  Frame fi nish:  Black  Plastic base:  Black

Your World of Wellness
Evo is a thoughtfully designed chair focused on ergonomics, its quality build combining 

intuitive controls and automatic weight-activated tension for healthier performance levels as 

well as overall well-being within the workplace.
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Front: Longhouse bench – MFC and PVC edge: Sunlight Ash
Seating mesh upholstery: Navy     Frame fi nish: Titanium
Back: Tria conference table – MFC and PVC edge: Maple
Seating mesh upholstery: Navy   Seating upholstery: Maturity  Frame fi nish: Titanium   Plastic base: Grey
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Work Better.  Feel Healthier.
Featuring unrestricted movement and cross-functional interaction, Evo is easy-to-use and 

o� ers ergonomic controls that allow you to ‘feel better’ for greater comfort and well-being. 

Paired with the height-adjustable workstation, it allows for a range of postures and work 

styles.

Height-adjustable desk (HAD) - MFC and PVC edge:  Sunlight Ash   Panel fabric: Notation 
Seating mesh upholstery:  Lustre    Seating upholstery: Notation    Frame fi nish: Titanium Plastic base: Grey
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A Lasting Impression
Embrace your personality and the way you like to work – 

Evo’s exceptional style and range of options suit your 

particular workplace needs, be it individual or collaborative 

and within conference rooms. 

Tria conference table - MFC and PVC edge: Cherry    
Seating mesh upholstery:  Clay    Seating upholstery:  Prompt    Frame fi nish: Titanium   Plastic base: Grey
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Made for Your Needs
Evo’s performance-driven build suits all manner of work, its ergonomic design suited to 

natural back shapes, for comfort that boosts focus while o� ering physical relief from long 

hours. Be it private o�  ces or meeting rooms, Evo’s distinctive style defi nes workplaces.

Left:  Ingage executive desk – Veneer:  Shallow Grain White Oak   
(Task Chair) Seating mesh upholstery: Duck  Seating leather upholstery:  Black  Frame fi nish:  Black   Metal base: Sliver
(Side Chair) Seating upholstery: Prompt    Frame fi nish:  Titanium   Plastic base: Grey
Right:  Ingage meeting table - Veneer:  Shallow Grain White Oak 
(Task Chair) Seating mesh upholstery:  Dusk   Seating upholstery:  Black    Frame fi nish:  Black   Metal base:  Silver
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Our Design, Your Comfort
Highlighted by its weight-activated recline mechanism ensuring no 

additional tension adjustment, Evo’s intuitive controls and specially 

formulated seat foam o� er a completely comfortable seated 

experience. 

Headrest Adjustment 

Comfort and support are o� ered 
through the adjustable headrest, 
relieving neck tension. 

Lumbar Adjustment 

Upright back support through 
the contoured frame, with its 
lumbar adjustable to 25cm 
height for ultimate comfort

4D Armrest Adjustment 

Arm width, angle, height and 
depth are all adjustable, with 
multiple postures and lateral 
support when reclining.

Simple Touch Control 

Easy-to-access controls 
are integrated for a cleaner 
aesthetic.

Seat Depth Adjustment 

Adjust the depth up to 7cm to 
optimize comfort.

Grey Plastic Frame 
and Base

Mesh Back

Leather w/ Headrest Side Chair

Black Plastic Frame 
and Base

Grey Plastic Frame 
and Metal Base

Black Plastic Frame 
and Metal Base

Evo’s aesthetic is adaptable, be the conference room or shared bench and height-adjustable desk – the chair 
fi ts multiple spaces, for consistent comfort. 

One Chair.  Many Spaces.

Mesh Back w/ Headrest

Evo Family



Evo Statement of Line

Although the colors reproduced in this brochure were 
matched with care, they may vary from the actual finish. 
When color is critical, please obtain a physical sample.

Task Chair Task Chair 
w/Headrest

Side Chair

Calendar 
(CSE19}

White
(B33)

Lustre
(MB01)

Youth
(CSE39)

Late
(CSE43)

Date
(CSE24)

Mist
(MB02)

Aeon
(CSE20)

Experience
(CSE29)

Brown
(D2)

Navy
(MB04)

Maturity
CSE40)

Rest
(CSE37)

Turn
(CSE26)

Clay
(MB03)

Chapter
(CSE08)

Notation
(CSE36)

Generation
(CSE02)

Universe 60999 
(MD03)

Lifetime
(CSE03)

Black
(B8)

Dusk
(MB05)

Prompt
(CSE45)

Signature
(CSE35)

Seat Fabric Colors

Leather Colors

A wide selection of seating upholsteries is available at lamex.com.hk

Options for task models
 All adjustable arms, height-adjustable arms or armless

Options for side chair
Casters or glides

Task Base Finishes Task Frame Finishes Side Frame Colors

Polished 
Aluminum

SilverTitanium TitaniumBlack Black Black

Task & Side Mesh Back Colors

Certifi cations

GREENGUARD GOLD 
Indoor Air Quality Certifi cation


